Bringing your idea to reality...
For many year, humans have gathered to carry out a ritual that connects us,
which creates memories and inspires sensations: eating.
At Wondercat, Catering design agency we are perfectionists by nature because we want to preserve this ritual.
We pamper every detail, every taste, every moment as something unique and unrepeatable.
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About

Us
Who we are

We are a team that lives to eat and drink.
Through our creations, we aim to transmit our deep
passion for cuisine, our boundless joie de vivre. Our
food and drinks offer our guests a fresh, hip and
distinctive perspective. Wondercat is formed by a team
of professionals with extensive experience in hospitality
and communications. That, combined with our restless
spirit and drive pushes us to continue exploring,
improving and happily sharing our discoveries with
our clients.
At Wondercat no detail is too small as we work
tirelessly to make your event truly memorable
moment for your guests, one which fulfils all your
aspirations and transmits your unique personality.

What we do

Wondercat offers comprehensive food solutions.
We provide not only the most select cuisine,
but also organise degustations and other activities
that give our clients and their guests a 360° view of
our unique and acclaimed gastronomy.
Such a view not only introduces them to exciting new
flavours and sensations, but also to the origins and
essence of Andalusian cuisine.
With Wondercat, enjoy the tastiest side of life
inspired by a history and world of traditions and flavours.

Products & services

We actively seek out clients who desire to go further.
We work not only to feed the body, but also to create
experiences.
Our services are therefore conceived to surmount
the conventional barriers of traditional catering,
offering our clients new, more creative and more delicious
products and sensations. Are you up to the challenge?

Our

services
Healthy Coffee Break
& Brunch services
It is a combination of ecological products,
balanced, natural and of an excellent quality
It is about finding the best,
that from our point of view,
is good for everyone and
that they are the best
guarantee of care.
Feel Food are not only
"eco", "bio" and "organic"
foods, it also includes

Feel
food

details such as shirts of the waiters made
of bamboo fiber and treated without
chemicals and with a sustainable table
decoration, with bases of aromatic plants,
organic elements or extracted from nature
(shells, stones, tree trunks, barks ...)
and packaging printed on recycled paper.

Different Cocktails
& Piscolabis
It is a concept that links gastronomy to
a way of understanding life. It is above
all a fun way to eat
where there is no place
for boredom, sadness
and loneliness; If there
is for laughter,
complicity and good
companies.
In Piscolabis we value
the quality cuisine in
small portions, we want
you also to enjoy this gastronomic
invitation in a passionate and lively
way. Proposals, in short, that allow you
to taste our cuisine, discovering its
origins and its essences.

Piscolabis

Catering for congresses
& Conventions
We are aware that we must maintain a balanced
diet and control our health, but everything falters
when we leave our schedules
To attend Congresses or
meetings.
Can the food be managed
In a healthy, balanced and
functional? Well, yes, you can
and it's not complicated.
We propose a combination
Balanced tradition, Mix with
ingredients of season and
adding a bit of innovation ...
Eatelligent acts as a factor, not only of success of a
congress, but also as an element that facilitate the
concentration and well-being of assistants, through
the elaboration of menus based on functional foods.
Eatelligent is a balanced and functional food for
congresses.

Eatelligent

Our

work

The following is a short selection of the most
recent events and congresses catered by Wondercat.

20th Anniversary of the
Andalusian Nature Reserve
Network
1000 pax

On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the
implementation of the Andalusian Nature Reserve Act and
creation of the Andalusian Nature Reserve Network, this
opening event held in the Pabellón de Futuro in Seville
brought together a large and distinguished audience to
celebrate the history and achievements of this pioneering
legislation and network, as well as to present new objectives,
strategies and activities for the future.
With Wondercat’s dinner for the more than 1000 invited
guests featuring world-renowned Andalusian ham, cheese
and fried fish, the event showcased the best and most
distinctive products created from the unique alchemy of
natural elements that is Andalusia.

Perfumes & Design
Presentations: Roberto Verino,
Tous, Jesús del Pozo

The 24th Arco iris Awards for
Cooperativism in Andalusia

On the occasion of the international presentations of
perfumes from Roberto Verino (Gold Diva), Jesús del Pozo
(Halloween Man and Desert Flowers) and TOUS (collection),
Wondercat used its intimate knowledge of Seville and
organizing know-how to craft the perfect backdrops for each
product.
For this event, Wondercat created coffee breaks, lunches
and gala dinners in the most beautiful and emblematic
spaces in Seville. Each service was given a distinctive touch
using the colours, flavours and aromas associated with the
perfumes presented.

Held in November of 2012 in the emblematic Navigation
Pavilion of Seville, the 24th Arco Iris Awards for
Cooperativism in Andalusia ceremony recognised the
extraordinary work undertaken in Andalusia during the
International Year of Cooperatives.
Capturing and reflecting the special identity of the event,
Wondercat’s specially-created, 100 % Andalusian cocktail
service showcased products offered by the principal food
cooperatives in Andalusia.
An indicator of the importance of the event, the ceremony
was presided over by the President of the Regional
Government of Andalusia, along with his Regional Minister
of the Economy, Innovation, Science and Employment.

150 pax

500 pax
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9th Conference on Integrated
Healthcare Processes

The New Truth
of Leather

Sevilla´s Water Product
Presentation

Organised by the Progress and Health Foundation, part of
the Andalusian Regional Ministry of Health, the 9th
Conference on Integrated Health Processes was held over a
day and a half at the FIBES Conference and Exhibition
Centre in Seville.
Wondercat was honoured to offer coffee break and lunch
service to the distinguished participants of this important
scientific gathering.

With the event, The New Truth of Leather, the Leather
Technology Centre of Andalusia – sponsored in part by the
Spanish Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Commerce and
the Andalusian Regional Ministry of Innovation, Science
and Business – wanted an innovative and exciting way to
spotlight the booming Andalusian leather design and
production sector and its boundless creative potential.
Reflecting the avant-garde, experimental and tastefully
subversive nature of the event and its featured product,
Wondercat’s unique cocktail mixtures were served in test
tubes, beakers, and pipettes by a wait staff donning the garb
of biologists handling unknown and potentially hazardous
substances.

Marketed under the DeSevilla brand and the fruit of an
ambitious and innovative project by Seville’s municipal
water company, Emasesa, Agua de Sevilla captures in a sleek
glass bottle the unique aromas and sensory experiences of
Seville on a breezy spring evening.
In the Wondercat-developed cocktail service, presentation
guests were transported with every bite to a different and
magical corner of Seville. Specially-marinated fish evoked
the culinary traditions of the Triana quarter. Mini oxtail
burgers transported guests to the famous corridas of the
Maestranza bull ring. And in the artisanal sweets, notes of
jasmine could be detected from the cool and peaceful
gardens of the convents where the sweets had been
prepared.

500 pax

750 pax

500 pax
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Security Printers
International Conference
& Exhibition
1000 pax

Wondercat was honored to organise the Gala
dinner for Security Printers Conference,
representing the interests of the Security
Printing Industry at international level; that
was hold in Sevilla.
To receive all guests we gave a cocktail reception on a garden of a Hacienda Montelerio.

Media Interactiva Inauguration
to the Galaxia
100 pax
Wondercat designed the whole catering event from the start,
as we gave to the guests the “welcome pack”, it was designed
for astronauts because the atmosphere it was “the galaxia”.
The welcome pack contained food that astronauts brought to
the moon that gave energy to them.
Aftearwords as the logo of Media interactiva is green, we gave
to the guests a green welcome cocktail.
All food was designed as if it where the galaxy.

Porsche Presentation as
Pop-Art Design
200pax

Wondercat was honoured to offer the cocktail for new cars
for Porsche, which were as a Pop-art style.
More than 200 guests could enjoyed Wondercat delicious
piscolabis, with some decorations and special details that
made the event completely unique.

International Press Tasting Ducati
in Metropol Parasol
60 pax

The International Press Tasting of Ducati was held in Seville during
one week, where differents journalists tasted the new model of Ducati
motorbike in Seville where Wondercat prepared the Gala dinner with
new food techniques and dynamic gastronomic presentation.
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Sitel and Orange
Convention

Gala Dinner for Repsol
in a Palace House

Booking presentation
for hotels in Metropol Parasol

1000 pax

70 pax

150 pax

Our costumer was looking for the best venue
for the event, Wondercat was working hard to
find the best location, and the venue selected
was Navigation Pavilion.
1000 people went for the Orange & Sitel
Convention. They could taste the best
delicious food and after part.
Wondercat was in charge of all the event,
furniture, medaia, personal, all the details
of the convention.

Wondercat organised the Gala Dinner in a sevillian´s Palace House,
where all the guests could enjoyed every moment of the dinner, as
music experience.
First of all the choose the best venue for the event, for an international
group the best is a Palace House.
We started the dinner with a welcome cocktail. The menu was adapted
for all the type of diet, specially for halal, which we have some guests.
After the piscolabis, the coud enjoyed a Gala Dinner in a Palace House
that was built on the 17th Century.

Wondercat organised the whole event for Booking.com,
all the atmosphere of the event was like a flight.
Once the guests get to the entrance a flight hostess received
and gave the landyard that was a ticket, afterwards they get
in Metropol Parasol, the experience has begun.
The room was decorated with all Booking image, also
the food and trays. As in Wondercat we always want to be
100% corporative.

Contact us:
hola@wondercat.es
+34 680 815 683

